Patterson Speaks Tonight On America In The World

Grove Patterson, editor of The Toledo Blade, will speak tonight at the tenth in a series of Religious Emphasis Week programs. Dr. Patterson was one of the students who attended Floyd Foreman's class and who, since then, has been thinking over the sermon and the three-week series of addresses patterson gave on "America and the One World." He will speak tonight at 8 p.m. in the University Auditorium.

Dean's List Contains Names Of 212 Students Who Make A Three Point Average or More

A decrease in the number of students on the Dean's List was noted this semester. Only 212 students were named on the list, which was distributed last week by the office of the Dean of Student's in comparison with the total last semester, 236, and two years ago, 264. Although there are omissions on the list, these may be corrected by writing to the Registrar's Office.

The Dean's List contains the names of 212 students who make a three point average or more. There are several omitted names, and there are men students not listed who have the qualifications for being on the list.

Dean Wilhoite, who has been notified about the list, will be in his office today looking over the list and will make further investigation about omissions.
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Alumni Notes

Smith Signs '30

The event of the PIAA Drama Days held at the Armory last week was the Talent Contest. The event started Tuesday afternoon and will come to an end on Thursday. The event was well attended by all the students. The judges were: Mr. and Mrs. Crane, Miss. J. S. Foster, Miss. S. J. Foster, and Mr. J. S. Foster. The winners of the event were: Miss. E. B. Crane, Miss. J. S. Foster, and Mr. J. S. Foster.

Larry Kuhl and Fred McLeod

A Second Glance

Anglophobia

One of the more disturbing portents of the future is the increasing Anglo-American antagonism. We have always had much to lose by a policy based upon our own self-interest. The result has been to encourage this sentiment. Our British and German policies have been dictated by the same motives. But it is now evident that the British are seeking to strengthen their ties with us. Our own policies are more likely to be determined by the interests of others than by our own. This is not to say that we should not be guided by these interests, but it is to say that we should be guided by them with care and caution.

L. Kuhl and F. McLeod

The Germans to either the French or the British. This has been the policy of many countries in the past. It is not a new idea, and it is not likely to be the only idea that we will hear in the future. But it is a policy that we should be careful to follow. It is not easy to say what the consequences of this policy will be. It is possible that it will bring us closer to the French or the British, or it may bring us closer to the Germans. It is also possible that it will bring us closer to the Russians. It is impossible to say what the consequences of this policy will be. It is only possible to say that we should be careful to follow it.
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Falcons Upset By RI In Overtime Period 82-79

On the court Saturday night as the whistle blew to start the game, the Falcons were down by 2 points to Rhode Island. But thanks to a 3-pointer by Jerry O'Brien, the Falcons came back to tie the game at 57-57 with 30 seconds left in the game.

In overtime, the Falcons continued to fight. With 3 seconds left, the ball was in the hands of the Falcons. Andonora called a time out to set up his play. The Falcons ran a play in the corner and got the ball to O'Brien for a 3-pointer. But the shot was off the mark, and the game was tied at 82-79.

The Falcons were determined to win. With 6 seconds left, the ball was in the hands of the Falcons again. Andonora called another time out to set up his play. The Falcons ran a play in the corner again and got the ball to O'Brien for a 3-pointer. But this time, O'Brien made the shot, and the Falcons won 82-79.

Andonora was thrilled with the win. "I'm just so happy for our team," he said. "They worked so hard all season, and they deserve this win."
Alone Sorority New

Book Sales Indicate Students Are Seeking Higher Learning

By Gloria Warner

When I set out to purchase my second semester books, I listened, skeptically at first, then eagerly. In the tables of the weary, footnote Falcons who had gone before me. Forewarned is forearmed, as the saying goes, so when I arrived at the bookstore I was not surprised to come upon a scene vaguely reminiscent of a postwar nylon sale. Hexing equipped myself with barely上市ing sheets, a bottle of perfume, and a handbag, hastily surveyed the shelves, then with a resigned sigh settled down, preparing for the battle.

In Cassadine

There were too many resemblance among the ranks of the knowledgesellers, but the fever of desperation could hit a high as far as person power convinced me to make a purchase. I had forgotten never to purchase the books necessary for my courses. Apparently the educational elitist of the Falcons has found the shelves of the store.

The demand for the texts for many courses has far exceeded the supply on hand. Due to the previous winter's snowstorm, many were not delivered, and Bowling Green's increased enrollment, lack of all books has been scarce. The books store today could easily be incor-

Dancing Lessons Begin

The library of the campus is being offered by the Social Committee beginning today. The lessons will be held from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. in the Women's Building under the instruction of Miss Jane Johnston, member of the physical education department.

The classes are open to men and women students who do not know how to dance. Only the basic steps will be taught and no spectators will be allowed.

Quill Type Installs

Seven New Officers

Dorothy Bloomberg is the in-

The first meeting of the Quill Type Association was held in the room of the first floor of the library.

The following were elected: Dorothy Bloomberg, first vice-president; Elizabeth Mitchell, second vice-president; Barbara H. Kretzer, third vice-president; Betty J. Bower, secretary; Ruth A. Lachman, treasurer; and Dorothy K. Shoemaker of the physical education department, as president.

The new officers will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday evenings. These courses will continue for three weeks.
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